The mission of the Fashion Scholarship Fund is to advance the fashion industry by encouraging
gifted and enterprising young people to pursue careers in design, merchandising, retailing and
business, ensuring the industry will continue to attract dedicated, capable and creative individuals.
For more, please see http://www.ymafsf.org/ .

What Winners Say:
YMA has provided me an opportunity to
put everything I have learned in our TAM
classes to use. The case study mirrors
real ideas business professionals are
trying to implement. Not only do you
receive the scholarship money, but
YMA continues their support though
hosting numerous networking events,
the internship fair and the Breakfast
with the Boss series over the summer.
Never did I think I would be able to talk
to the top positions at so many highly
respected companies in the
industry. Allison Dameron, ’17 BS TAM

Receiving the YMA FSF
Scholarship Award has been a
great experience. It enabled me
to network with industry
professionals and exposed me to
many companies and job
opportunities. Molly Brenner,
‘17 BS TAM

What Winners Say:
My YMA experience has
exposed me to so many
different companies and top
leadership in the apparel
industry. It has been my
proudest moment in my
college career and has lead
me to amazing opportunities
to pursue after graduation.
Courtney Norris (’17 BS
TAM)

This year, three amazing Mizzou TAM students received the highly competitive YMA Fashion
Scholarships – Courtney Norris (‘17 BS TAM), Allison Dameron (’17 BS TAM), and Molly Brenner
(‘17 BS TAM). Each received $5,000 scholarship, went to 2017 YMA FSF Award Gala in New York
City, gained opportunities to internships, and got to learn from individual mentors. The relationships
continues with industry leaders. The person on this photo is Peter Sachse, the Chief Growth Officer
at Macy’s. He is also the current president of the YMA FSF board.

